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Nonlinear dynamics of a positive hybrid observer
for the impulsive Goodwin’s oscillator: a design study

Diana Yamalova*, Alexander Medvedev*, Zhanybai T. Zhusubaliyev**, and Anton V. Proskurnikov***

Abstract— The impulsive Goodwin oscillator (IGO) is nowa-
days an established mathematical model of pulsatile regulation
that is suitable for e.g. capturing non-basal regulation of
testosterone, cortisol, and growth hormone. The model consists
of a continuous linear time-invariant block closed by a nonlinear
pulse-modulated feedback. The hybrid closed-loop dynamics
are highly nonlinear. The endocrine feedback is biologically
implemented by the bursts of a release hormone secreted by
the hypothalamus and not accessible for measurement. This
poses a particular state estimation problem, where both the
continuous states of the IGO and the firings of the impulsive
feedback have to be reconstructed from the continuous outputs,
i.e. the hormone concentrations measurable in the blood stream.
A hybrid observer with two output error feedback loops,
one for the continuous state estimates and another for the
discrete one, is considered. Positivity of the observer estimates
is demonstrated. The observer design problem at hand is,
for all feasible initial conditions, to guarantee the asymptotic
convergence of the observer estimates at highest possible rate
to the state vector of the IGO. To solve the design problem,
bifurcation analysis of the observer dynamics is performed and
the basin of attraction for the stationary solution with a zero
state estimation error is evaluated. The observer convergence
rate is evaluated through the largest Lyapunov exponent. The
efficacy of the design approach is confirmed by simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Biological systems often exhibit multiscale dynamics fea-

turing both slow and fast motions. These can be captured
by a combination of continuous-time blocks describing the
processes that evolve slowly and instantaneous impulses
portraying discrete events [1]. Theory of impulsive systems
is well established [2], [3], however, the problem of state
estimation in such systems remains mainly uncovered.

A simple but meaningful example of a hybrid model
with applications in life sciences is the impulsive Goodwin’s
oscillator (IGO) [4]. It generalizes the classical continuous
Goodwin’s oscillator [5]–[7] by substituting the nonlinear
continuous feedback of the model with a pulse modulator
(being a nonlinear operator on the system’s trajectories). The
IGO is among few closed-loop dynamical models that have
been validated on endocrine data [8], [9].
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Unlike the classical Goodwin model, the IGO has no
equilibria and mostly exhibits periodic solutions, while also
possessing quasiperiodic and chaotic ones [10]. In biology,
all types of oscillations have to be considered since it
is virtually impossible to distinguish between a perturbed
periodic signal and a chaotic one in experimental data, [11].

When estimating inherently positive quantities, it is de-
sirable to guarantee the positivity of estimates an observer
produces. The problem of a positive observer design for a
positive system has been thoroughly studied in the linear
case [12], [13], whereas nonlinear positive observers have
only been devised for special cases [7], [14]. In Luenberger-
type observers, a certain conflict arises between positivity of
the observer estimates and assigning a convergence rate to
the state estimation error. This is natural, since the observer
has to rely on the plant model to enforce positivity and the
plant nonlinearity has to be essentially canceled to achieve
an arbitrary fast observer convergence.

The problem of state reconstruction in oscillators can be
recast as output synchronization of the observer (“slave”)
with the plant (“master”). Perfect synchronization corre-
sponds to zero output error, which, given detectability of the
system/solution, implies that the plant state is reconstructed.
The state estimation of the IGO’s hybrid dynamics boils
down to the synchronization of the impulsive feedback firing
sequence with that of the observer [15]. With synchronized
firing sequences, the estimates of the continuous IGO states
will follow, when the plant model is certain. The highly
nonlinear nature of synchronization problems in impulsive
systems limits the applicability of analytical observer design
techniques and the observer properties are studied locally
with respect to a particular solution manifold.

The present paper advocates the use of bifurcation analysis
for hybrid observer design. Two observer output error feed-
back gains, one for the continuous state estimates and another
for the discrete one, are considered as bifurcation parameters
to discern nonlinear phenomena in the observer dynamics
and select suitable gain intervals. Further, the gain values
yielding the desired attractivity of the synchronous mode
and highest convergence rate are selected for the observer
implementation. The contribution to the IGO state observa-
tion problem is twofold. First, the positivity of the observer
estimates is highlighted. Second, the bifurcation analysis
is demonstrated to solve the observer design problem by
yielding suitable values of the feedback gains.

The paper is organized as follows. First, the equations of
the IGO and a previously studied hybrid observer structure
with two design degrees of freedom are provided. Then,



the observer design problem at hand is stated. A discrete
mapping describing the state estimate propagation from one
firing of the impulsive feedback to the next one is considered
to facilitate the oncoming numerical analysis. Further, a
detailed bifurcation analysis of the observer dynamics is
performed. Finally, an observer design algorithm is proposed
and illustrated by numerical calculations and simulation.

II. THE IMPULSIVE GOODWIN’S OSCILLATOR

The continuous part of the IGO is given by

ẋ1(t) = −b1x1(t),

ẋ2(t) = g1x1(t)− b2x2(t), (1)
ẋ3(t) = g2x2(t)− b3x3(t),

where x1(t) undergoes jumps1 at the time instants tn, n > 0:

x1(t+n ) = x1(t−n ) + λn, tn+1 = tn + Tn, (2)
λn = F (x3(tn)), Tn = Φ(x3(tn)).

respectively. Model (1),(2) can be rewritten as

ẋ(t) = Ax(t), y(t) = Lx(t), z(t) = Cx(t),

x(t+n ) = x(t−n ) + λnB, tn+1 = tn + Φ(z(tn)),

λn = F (z(tn)), n = 0, 1, 2, ...,

(3)

where the vectors and matrices are as follows,

A =

−b1 0 0
g1 −b2 0
0 g2 −b3

 , B =

1
0
0

 , L =

[
0 1 0
0 0 1

]
,

C = [0 0 1], x = [x1, x2, x3]>.

The discrete part of the IGO described by (2) implements
a pulse-modulated feedback over the continuous dynamics
of (1), where F (·) is the amplitude modulation function and
Φ(·) is the frequency modulation function. The modulation
functions are nonlinear, positive, and bounded; F (·) is de-
creasing and Φ(·) is increasing. To be more concrete, they
are assumed to be Hill functions of order β in the form:

Φ(x3)=Φ1+Φ2
(x3/h)β

1 + (x3/h)β
, F (x3)=F1+

F2

1 + (x3/h)β
,

where Φ1,Φ2, F1, F2, h, β > 0 are constants. Obviously,

0 < Φ1 ≤ Φ(·) < Φ1 + Φ2, 0 < F1 < F (·) ≤ F1 + F2.

III. HYBRID STATE ESTIMATION IN THE IGO

In order to estimate the state vector of system (3), a hybrid
observer is introduced in [16] as

˙̂x(t) = Ax̂(t)+K(y(t)− ŷ(t)), ŷ(t) = Lx̂(t),

ẑ(t) = Cx̂(t), t̂n < t < t̂n+1,
(4)

x̂(t+n ) = x̂(t−n ) + λ̂nB, t̂n+1 = t̂n + T̂n, (5)

λ̂n = F (ẑ(tn)),

T̂n = Φ
(
ẑ(t̂n) + kd(z(t̂n)− ẑ(t̂n))

)
,

(6)

1The superscripts “−” and “+” denote henceforth the left- and right-side
limits at tn, respectively.

where K ∈ R3×2 is the continuous feedback matrix and kd
is the gain in the discrete part of the observer. The observer
possesses two design degrees of freedom represented by
the gains: The scalar gain kd directly impacts the discrete
dynamics of (4) while K is responsible for continuous linear
output error feedback to the estimates x̂(t).

The continuous output error feedback in the observer acts
similarly to the local continuous feedback in a generalized
version of the IGO studied in [17]; as demonstrated in [17],
such a local feedback can destroy positivity of the state
vector. The state estimate positivity of hybrid observer (4)
is not implied by the positivity of the IGO. However, such
a positivity can be guaranteed for a special choice of K, as
implied by the following proposition.

Proposition 1 (Positivity): Let the continuous observer
gain matrix in observer (4) have the following structure

K =

 0 0
k21 0
k31 k32

 ,
where g2 − k31 ≥ 0. Then the estimate x̂(t) is positive (that
is, x̂i > 0, i = 1, 2, 3) if x̂(0) > 0 and y(t) > 0,∀t ≥ t0.

Noticing that the matrix D = A−KL is Metzler and

˙̂x(t) = Dx̂(t) +Ky(t)

between the jumping instants, the proof retraces the proof of
solution’s positivity for the IGO [4] and is omitted here.

The observer (4) possesses more complex dynamics than
the IGO. Indeed, the observer dynamics are entrained by
the oscillations of the plant or, when the observer pulsatile
feedback fires simultaneously with that of the plant, synchro-
nized with them. Such a coupling between oscillators [18],
[19] often leads to chaotic and quasiperiodic solutions.

The condition of Proposition 1 does not guarantee conver-
gence of the state estimates, and the additional constraints
b2 + k21 > 0, b3 + k32 > 0 are required to make the matrix
D Hurwitz. In fact, even the gain matrices K that result in
(slightly) non-Hurwitz matrices D can still produce stable
hybrid dynamics through the stabilizing action of kd, as the
continuous and discrete observer dynamics interact. Notice
that the observer is functional even with zero values of either
gain. The case of kd = 0 is considered in [15] and suffers
from slow convergence since the discrete observer dynamics
are not corrected by the output error feedback and converge
on their own, i.e. unforced. The gain K is instrumental in
assigning the convergence rate of the estimation error in the
continuous states but not necessary as A is Hurwitz.

IV. HYBRID OBSERVER DESIGN PROBLEM

The dynamics of the IGO are highly nonlinear, so the
hybrid state observation problem is solved here with respect
to a particular orbit or attractor of the plant. Since no
modeling uncertainty is assumed, reconstructing a trajectory
is equivalent to estimating the unknown initial condition
(x(0), t0), though we do not address this problem explicitly.



Let (x(·), {tn}) be a solution of (3) that undergoes jumps
at the time instants tn, n > 0. Denoting xn = x(t−n ),

x(t+n ) = xn + λnB, tn+1 = tn + Tn

Tn = Φ(z(tn)), λn = F (z(tn)),

The solution (x̂(·), {t̂n}) of (4)–(6) subject to the initial con-
ditions t̂0 = t0, x̂(t̂−0 ) = x(t−0 ), yields x̂(t) = x(t) for t ≥ t0.
Such a solution of the observer is called its synchronous
mode [15] with respect to the solution (x(·), {tn}) of (3).

Once perturbed, the observer in a synchronous mode has
to rapidly return to it. A synchronous mode with respect to
(x(·), {tn}) is called locally asymptotically stable (see [15])
if, for any solution (x̂(t), t̂n) of (4)–(6) such that the initial
estimation errors |t̂0−t0| and ‖x̂(t̂−0 )−x(t−0 )‖ are sufficiently
small, it follows that t̂n− tn → 0 and ‖x̂(t̂−n )−x(t−n )‖ → 0
as n→∞. This also implies λ̂n − λn → 0 as n→∞.

Observing an m-cycle, i.e. a periodic solution (x(·), {tn})
to (3) with exactly m ≥ 1 pulses within the least period,
is of special interest. To emphasize that a solution to the
IGO (respectively, the observer) is an m-cycle, the notation
Cm(x(·), {tn}) and Cm(x̂(·), {t̂n}) is introduced.

Consider the following hypercube in R3

Z = [V1, H1]× [V2, H2]× [V3, H3],

V1 =
F1

eb1(Φ1+Φ2) − 1
, V2 =

g1V1

b2
, V3 =

g1g2V1

b2b3
,

H1 =
F1 + F2

1− e−b1Φ1
, H2 =

g1H1

b2
, H3 =

g1g2H1

b2b3
.

The set Z is invariant w. r. t. (3): if x(0) ∈ Z , then
x(t) ∈ Z . Furthermore, this set is an attractor: if xi(0) ≥
0 ∀i, then the following inequalities hold [4]

Vi ≤ lim inf
t→∞

xi(t) ≤ lim sup
t→∞

xi(t) ≤ Hi, i = 1, 2, 3. (7)

In particular, Z contains all periodic solutions.
For the solution Cm(x(·), {tn}), consider the interval

T = {θ ∈ R : 0 ≤ θ ≤ TΣ} ,

where TΣ =
m−1∑
i=0

Ti is the least period of the m-cycle. Hence,

D = Z × T is a space of admissible initial conditions
for the observer and can be evaluated beforehand given the
parameters of the IGO and those of Cm(x(·), {tn}).

Now, to solve the state estimation problem in (1),(2),
observer (4)–(6) has to guarantee asymptotical convergence
of the state estimate to the synchronous mode with respect to
Cm(x(·), {tn}) for all trajectories subject to (x(0), t0) ∈ D.

While the same observer gain values K, kd can produce
convergence of the estimates with respect to several attractors
(e.g. cycles of different multiplicity), this cannot generally be
guaranteed in the considered observer structure.

V. POINTWISE MAPPING

Bifurcation analysis of hybrid systems, where continuous
dynamics interacts with discrete events, is computationally
heavy when direct integration of the system equations is
used. The accuracy of the computations is also impacted

by the presence of both relatively slow and fast changes in
the solutions. A standard way of analyzing hybrid systems
makes use of discrete mappings that describe the system
evolution from one discrete event to the next one. The
mapping introduced in [20] captures the propagation of the
continuous observer states through the discrete cumulative
(plant and observer) sequence of the feedback firing instants

Q :

[
x̂n
t̂n

]
7→
[
x̂n+1

t̂n+1

]
. (8)

Denote R = (1− kd)C, α(ζ, θ) = Rζ + kdz(θ) and

Sk,s = {(ζ, θ) : ζ ∈ R3, θ ∈ R, tk ≤ θ < tk+1,

ts ≤ θ + Φ(α(ζ, θ)) < ts+1}.

To each (x̂n, t̂n), one can uniquely match two points
(xk, tk) and (xs, ts) of the observed system (if k = s,
these points coincide) such that tk ≤ t̂n < tk+1, ts ≤
t̂n+Φ(α(x̂n, t̂n)) < ts+1, that is, each point of the observer
hybrid state (x̂n, t̂n) belongs to one of the sets Sk,s. As
shown in [20], mapping (8) can be written as[

x̂n+1

t̂n+1

]
= Q(x̂n, t̂n) =

[
P (x̂n, t̂n)

t̂n + Φ(α(x̂n, t̂n))

]
, (9)

where P is a piecewise-defined function such that

P (ζ, θ) = Pk,s(ζ, θ) = eA(θ+Φ(α(ζ,θ))−ts)x(t+s ) +

+ eDΦ(α(ζ,θ))
[
ζ + F (Cζ)B − eA(θ−tk)x(t+k )

]
−

−
s∑

i=k+1

λie
D(θ+Φ(α(ζ,θ))−ti)B ∀(ζ, θ) ∈ Sk, s.

As proven in [20], if the functions Φ and F are C1-smooth,
the same holds for the map Q. To examine local stability of
a solution to the observer, the dynamics given by (9) can be
linearized along the trajectory (x̂n, t̂n).

Stability conditions for m-cycle of observer (4)–(6)
Cm(x̂(t), t̂n) satisfying

(x̂0, t̂0 + TΣ) = Q(m)(x̂0, t̂0)

can be obtained through analyzing the Jacobian Fm =
(Q(m))′ evaluated at the fixed point of the map Q(m). The
m-cycle is locally asymptotically stable if and only if Fm is
Schur stable [15], [20]. The calculation of the Jacobian can
be simplified by applying the chain rule, as

Fn+1 = ĴnFn, ∀n ≥ 0, F0 = I, Ĵn = Q′(x̂n, t̂n).

For a synchronous mode, (x̂(t), t̂n) = (x(t), tn), and thus

Q′(x̂n, t̂n) = Q′(xn, tn) = Jn =

[
(Jn)11 (Jn)12

(Jn)21 (Jn)22

]
, (10)

where the blocks are defined as follows

(Jn)11 = Φ′(Cxn)Axn+1R+ eDΦ(Cxn) (I + F ′(Cxn)BC) ,

(Jn)12 =Axn+1(1 + Φ′(Cxn)kdCAxn)

− eDΦ(Cxn)A(xn + λnB),

(Jn)21 = Φ′(Cxn)R, (Jn)22 = 1 + Φ′(Cxn)kdCAxn.



VI. BIFURCATION ANALYSIS

In order to discern the mechanisms of the transition from
asynchronous to synchronous mode, dynamics of observer
(4)-(6) are investigated in this section specifically with
respect to variation in the observer gain kd selected as a
bifurcation parameter. The continuous gain matrix is set to

K = kc

0 0
1 0
0 1

 , kc > 0. (11)

Then the matrix D = A−KL is Hurwitz as well as Metzler
and the continuous state estimate is positive (Proposition 1).

As the analysis below demonstrates, there is a well-defined
interval of the gain values that correspond to a synchronous
mode of the observer with a sufficient basin of attraction and
convergence rate. For the sake of numerical analysis, assume
the following parameter values: b1 = 0.018, b2 = 0.15, b3 =
0.1, g1 = 2.8, g2 = 1.5, Φ1 = 40.0, Φ2 = 80.0, F1 = 0.05,
F2 = 5.0, h = 2.7, and β = 2. Then plant (3) has a stable
2-cycle, see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Three-dimensional phase portrait for the stable 2-
cycle with t0 = 0, T0 = 119.47, T1 = 111.05, TΣ = 230.52

The one-dimensional bifurcation diagram in Fig. 2(a) pro-
vides a general overview of the nonlinear observer dynamics.
For the values of kd < ksn

d , mapping (9) shows a pair of
asynchronous 2-cycles, one of which is stable (drawn in solid
lines and denoted by number 3), while the other, drawn in
dashed lines and denoted by number 2, is a saddle one.

As the gain kd increases, the stable 2-cycle (denoted
by number 3) merges with the saddle 2-cycle (marked by
number 2) and disappears in a saddle-node bifurcation at the
point ksn

d (see Fig. 2(a)). The variation of the multipliers
ρ1,2 and ρu

1 for the stable 2-cycle is shown in Fig. 2(b): with
the increasing gain kd, the stable focus 2-cycle transforms
into the stable node 2-cycle, as a pair of complex-conjugate
multipliers ρ1,2 = µ ± iω for the stable 2-cycle become
real ρ1 and ρ2. At the saddle-node bifurcation point ksn

d , the
largest (in the absolute value) multipliers ρ1 and ρu

1 of the
stable and saddle 2-cycles become equal to +1.

When the gain factor kd passes the value kd = ksn
d ,

an abrupt transition to chaos takes place, as evidenced by
Fig. 2(a), and the observer does not exhibit stable periodic
dynamics in the interval between the points ksn

d and ksn∗
d . In

the region ksn
d < kd < ksn∗

d , the largest Lyapunov exponent

Λ1 becomes positive, signaling the development of chaotic
dynamics, Fig. 2(c). The second Lyapunov exponent Λ2

remains negative everywhere for −150.0 < kd < 100.0.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2: (a) The transition from a stable asynchronous 2-
cycle to an attracting synchronous mode as the discrete
gain kd is increased. The domain between the points kh

d

and kd = 100.0 is a region of bistability. Here ksn
d and

ksn∗
d are the saddle-node bifurcation points. The point k∗d

defines the value of kd for which a stable synchronous
2-cycle appears. The green dashed lines mark the saddle
asynchronous 2-cycles. (b) Multiplier diagrams for the stable
synchronous an 2-cycle. The red lines denote the imaginary
parts of complex-conjugated multipliers. (c) The two largest
Lyapunov exponents Λ1,2 as functions of kd.

With the further increase of kd, the system enters the 2-
cycle window. The saddle-node bifurcation at the left edge
ksn∗
d of the region ksn

d < kd < ksn∗
d produces the saddle



and stable asynchronous 2-cycles, numbered 2 (dashed line)
and 3 (solid line), respectively. When crossing the point k∗d
with increasing kd, the stable asynchronous 2-cycle merges
with the saddle synchronous 2-cycle in a “transcritical”-like
bifurcation. Unlike the classical transcritical bifurcation, this
transition does not involve the appearance of an unstable
asynchronous 2-cycle. After this bifurcation, the saddle syn-
chronous 2-cycle transforms into a stable one (numbered 4).
Variation of the multipliers for the synchronous (ρ∗1,2) and
asynchronous (ρ∗∗1,2) 2-cycles is shown in Fig. 2(b).

As illustrated in Fig. 2(b), when crossing the point kc∗
d

with increasing gain parameter kd, the stable node syn-
chronous 2-cycle turns into stable focus (the real multipliers
ρ∗1,2 become complex ρ∗1,2 = µ∗±iω∗). The domain that falls
to the right of the point kh

d is a region of bistability, where
the stable synchronous 2-cycle coexists with chaotic or high-
periodic attractors. In the domain of chaotic dynamics, there
exists a usual dense set of periodic windows, see Fig. 2(a).

It can be concluded that the basins of attraction of the
coexisting motions are delineated by the stable manifold of
the saddle asynchronous 2-cycle (numbered 2 in Fig. 2(a)),
which appears at the point ksn

d in a saddle node bifurcation.
Fig. 2(a) reveals that, as the parameter kd increases, the sad-
dle asynchronous 2-cycle approaches the stable synchronous
2-cycle, when of the gain factor kd changes the sign.

In the region of bistability kd > kh
d , the stable synchronous

and saddle asynchronous 2-cycles are very close to each
other. Here the observer may choose different motions de-
pending on initial conditions. In particular, if a certain ratio
between the radii of basins of attractions and the magnitude
of random disturbances takes place then either chaotic or
high-periodic dynamics occurs. The observer can also exhibit
a hard transition from a stable synchronous 2-cycle to a
chaotic or high-periodic attractor and vice versa.

Fig. 3 depicts a three-dimensional phase space projection
of the coexisting stable synchronous 2-cycle (denoted by C2)
and stable 31-cycle (denoted by C31) for kd = 84.5.

Fig. 3: Coexistence of a stable synchronous 2-cycle (denoted
by C2) and a stable 31-cycle (denoted by C31). kd = 84.5.

VII. DESIGN EXAMPLE

The following bifurcation analysis based iterative algo-
rithm for finding the gains K and kd for a given periodic
mode in the plant Cm(x(·), {tn}) is proposed. For non-
periodic (chaotic, quasi-periodic) trajectories, the design pro-

cedure will be the same, replacing the spectral radius of the
Jacobian (10) by the maximal Lyapunov exponent.
Initialization: Select the step ∆ = kmax/N,N � 1.

For kd = 0, find the value kmax.
do: Starting with kc = kmax and decreasing kc with

some step ∆ do the following (for each fixed kc)
Step 1: determine the interval K of the values kd

for which the synchronous mode is locally
stable, i.e. the Jacobian is Schur stable

Step 2: exclude the values of kd for which the
stable synchronous mode, according to
bifurcation analysis, coexists with other
stable modes, obtaining a set K1 ⊆ K;

Step 3: find a subset K2 ⊆ K1 such that the whole
subspace of feasible initial conditions D
is within the basin of attraction of the
synchronous mode;

Step 4: find a subset K3 ⊆ K2 constituted by those
kd for which the settling time P(εf ) < P∗
for all initial conditions from D, where

P(εf ) = t̂n∗ ,

n∗= min{n :
∣∣t̂N − tN ∣∣<εf ,∀N >n}.

Step 5: finally, select kd from K3 that minimizes
the setting time P(εf ).

end:
For the numerical values considered in Section VI, one

obtains, with ε = 0.02, that kmax = 3. Decreasing kc with
the step ∆ = 0.1 (i.e. N = 30), the calculations on Step 1–
Step 5 of the proposed above algorithm are performed, for
each value of kc. As a result, one obtains kc = 1, kd = 38.3
as suitable observer gains.

To illustrate Step 1–Step 5 of the algorithm in Section 7,
the results of one cycle of it for kc = 1 are provided below:
Step 1: the interval K = (−49.5, 288.7);
Step 2: the interval K1 = (−49.5, khd ) = (−49.5, 38.5);
Step 3: an analysis of the basin of attraction of the syn-

chronous mode in the four-dimensional initial con-
ditions space reveals that it includes all the points
within D for the interval K2 = K1;

Step 4: for P∗ = 8000, one can conclude that the interval
K3 = (−25.7, 38.3);

Step 5: the averaged over t̂0 ∈ T minimum value of P (εf )
for εf = 1 is achieved for kd = 38.2.

For the numerical example at hand, the bounds on the
hybrid states of the plant are V1 = 0.065, V2 = 0.1217,
V3 = 1.8275, H1 = 9.84, H2 = 183.7, H3 = 2755, i.e.

D = {0.065 ≤ x1(0) ≤ 9.84, 0.1217 ≤ x2(0) ≤ 183.7,

1.8275 ≤ x3(0) ≤ 2755, 0 ≤ t0 ≤ 230.52} .

The obtained on Step 5 value of P(εf ) for kc = 1 is
minimal for all 0 < kc ≤ 3, so kc = 1 and kd = 38.2 are
selected as suitable gain values.

To illustrate the time-domain performance, the designed
observer is simulated starting from different initial conditions



Fig. 4: Transients in the continuous states of the observer due to different initial conditions mismatches with respect to the
corresponding plant states (blue dashed lines, t0 = 0). Red lines - initial conditions t̂0 = 80, x̂0 = [0.04 1 7]>. Yellow lines
- initial conditions t̂0 = 30, x̂0 = [0.4 1 100]>. Green lines - initial conditions t̂0 = 100, x̂0 = [0.001 0.01 0.01]>.

in Fig. 4. Note that the observer convergence rate does not
depend much on the initial conditions for the continuous state
estimates. The rate of convergence is affected mostly by the
distance t̂0−t0 (especially, for cycles of low periodicity, e.g.
1-cycles and 2-cycles, here the influence of kd is preeminent)
and the occurrence of a jump after the first pulse.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The problem of designing a hybrid observer for the
impulsive Goodwin’s oscillator is treated, where the discrete
state variable is not available for measurement. The observer
possesses two design degrees of freedom: a continuous gain
and a discrete gain, both implementing feedback of the con-
tinuous output estimation error. Due to the complex nonlinear
dynamics exhibited by the observer including bistability,
high-periodic solutions, and deterministic chaos, a numerical
design procedure based on bifurcation analysis is proposed.
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